
Dear Friends—Sometimes we need Jesus with skin on in the form 

of a counselor. (Isaiah 9)           

NDD recognizes the following individuals as specialists in their 

unique counseling fields. 

 

Amy E. Cain - Amy is a Licensed Clinical Professional Counselor in the state of 
Kansas.  She is co-owner of CrossPointe Counseling Center in Gardner.  She has 
extensive experience in the area of depression, anxiety, loss/grief, adoption, and 
relationship issues.  Amy is passionate about watching clients transform their lives 
and experience fulfilling relationships.   She also serves as an Adjunct Professor at 
MidAmerica Nazarene University in the Masters of Counseling program where she 

teaches Intro to Theories, Helping Skills, and Family Therapy. Amy is in-network with many   
insurance companies.  

 

Bob Cave - Pastor Bob Cave is a licensed Marriage and Family Therapist. Bob is 
also a Certified Family Life Educator through the National Council of Family       
Relations. In addition, he is a certified trainer for Life Innovations, training pastors 
and mental health professionals to implement the PREPARE and ENRICH inventory 
in their professional setting with engaged and married couples.  
Bob’s counseling philosophy is centered around a person’s relationship with Christ 

and how that influences all other life relationships. When we do the right thing for the right reason 
we engage the Spirit on our behalf for health and wholeness. 

 

Ryan Darrow - Pastor Ryan is the lead pastor at Overland Park, First Assembly. His 
primary competencies or scope of practice include: Marriage and family therapy 
(certified in the Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis, Psychological Audit of Inter-
personal Relationships, and many others); Substance Abuse; Same sex attraction; 
Vocational Assessments (certified in the Meyers-Briggs Type Indicator); Crisis   
Intervention; Parent education;  Sexual abuse and trauma; Post-traumtaic stress; 

Obsessive compulsive disorder; Mood Disorders and Personality Disorders.  
 

Marcia Mehlhaff - Marcia lives in Stockton, KS. Marcia is currently a licensed 
school psychologist in two school districts. Marcia leads group counseling sessions 
each week at Teen Challenge. Marcia received her counseling certificate through 
Emerge Ministries.  
Marcia’s life verse is Romans 12:2, which encapsulates her philosophy for        
counseling. “Don’t copy the behavior and customs of this world, but let God trans-

form you into a new person by changing the way you think. Then you will know what God wants 
you to do and you will know how good and pleasing and perfect his will really is.”  

 

Ryan Webster - Pastor Ryan has served in fulltime ministry for 13 years in Kansas. 
He obtained a B.S. from Evangel University and M.S. from Southwest Oklahoma 
State University, both in Clinical (Applied) Psychology, Ryan’s approach in        
counseling is simply to speak the truth in love; by using practical life applications 
with the Word of God and combining it with a cognitive behavioral approach to treat-
ment.  His focus is marriage counseling and man to man counseling.  He also has 

experience and training in grief/crisis counseling. 
 

If you sense a desire or leading to connect with a godly counselor,     

contact any of these specialists.  These counselors have kindly offered a 

complimentary first-session for you and will gladly work within your  

financial abilities for further sessions if needed.  If our Network Develop-

ment office can assist you in any other way please call – 316-945-8999.  
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